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I Will Wait for You, “All My Life” 
Sheldon Reynolds is The Grand Who Am I and he’s releasing a trio of tracks 

off his debut solo album, I Will Wait for You, an eclectic mix of his muses. 

“I stay not only outside the box, yet outside the room the box is in.” - Sheldon Reynolds 

AUSTIN, TEXAS, U.S.A., APRIL 7th, 2018 - Sheldon Reynolds calls himself The Grand Who Am I 

because no two tracks he composes are ever within the same genre. His debut solo album, I Will Wait 

for You, is an introspective journey of self-discovery, beckoning the listener deeper into his labyrinth. I 

Will Wait for You explores the eclectic mix of The Grand 

Who Am I’s music within three key tracks, “All My Life,” 

“Your Giving Hands,” and “Ups and Downs.”  

Sheldon Reynolds has spent the past two decades in the 

music business as an award-winning producer, performer, 

and songwriter. He’s been the front man of the long-running 

and successful band Lucid Dementia. Together the group 

has landed music licensing deals with TV shows such as 

NCIS, and several movies. So, when Sheldon found time for 

a solo project and his first debut album as a songwriter, he 

had to answer the “Grand” creative question of, “Who Am I?” 

“I was working on a song called “I Will Wait for You,” and it 

became the album title because I knew it might take new fans time to discover my music, I will wait for 

them,” explains Sheldon. I Will Wait for You became a twelve-track project by late summer of 2017, with 

Reynolds writing, performing, producing and even arranging the tracks. Stylistically, the album answers 

the question that Sheldon’s alter ego - The Grand Who Am I asks - and that answer is, “Almost whatever 

the listener wants!” You cannot hear the same thing twice within I Will Wait for You. The album is an 

artistic arsenal of instruments that Reynolds attributes to a love of all genres of music, and especially 

Middle Eastern melodies. “As a trained multi-instrumentalist, I love to use marching band drums, piano, 

and ethnic instruments a lot. However, I always utilize them differently,” offers Sheldon.  

Of the tracks released thus far from, I Will Wait for You, “All My Life,” is a great example of the up-

tempo and electronica-edged flavors from The Grand Who Am I. “Your Giving Hands” is a bit darker, 

moodier and synth-based offering from Reynolds that is hauntingly hooky. “Ups and Downs” is likely the 

most addictive track so far from the project, showing Sheldon’s skillset at composing melodic riffs that 

pull the listener in, and leave them wanting more. Sheldon Reynolds calls himself The Grand Who Am 

I. Indeed, he is a bit of everything for almost any fan of every genre in I Will Wait for You. His answer is 

“Grand” in the “Ups and Downs” of “All My Life” - he may not be waiting long for more fans.   
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